
How Are Startups Worth 
Billions of Dollars? Is It All 

Valuation Voodoo?
Who Wants to Be a Billionaire?



How Are Startups Worth Billions?

“I don’t understand how tech startups 
can be worth billions of dollars – many of 
them aren’t even making money yet!”

“How can an unprofitable company that 
isn’t even generating revenue possibly be 
worth so much? Doesn’t this violate all 
the principles of valuation?”



How Are Startups Worth Billions?

• SHORT ANSWER: No! You just have to change your assumptions

• Longer Answer: A company that isn’t making any money today
could still be worth billions… if it starts making a lot of money           
very quickly in the near future

• Emphasis: “A lot” and “near future” – both those must be true,         
or it’s tough to make the numbers work



Take Me to the Example, Please…



Valuing Pied Piper

• The Company: Creates a “lossless compression” app that stores             
files in the cloud, using far less space

• Business Plan: Get hundreds of millions of free users, offer paid         
plans, and get a tiny % to upgrade

• Status: Has received $100 million in funding at a $1 billion         
valuation… with no revenue yet

• Question: Is this crazy?! Let’s use Excel to see…



Valuing Pied Piper

• Difference #1: Revenue, Operating Income, and FCF take years                    
to materialize… presenting far greater risk

• Difference #2: The Discount Rate is vastly higher (~50%) to       
represent that risk

• Difference #3: And as a result, far more value comes from the               
PV of the Terminal Value



Valuing Pied Piper

• So it’s not “crazy”; it’s just highly speculative

• PROBLEM: What if no one downloads the app?

• PROBLEM: What if it takes 2-3 years longer to monetize?

• PROBLEM: What if the conversion rate is much lower?

• PROBLEM: What if the company can’t improve its margins?

• REALITY: All these problems could sink the company



Misconceptions About Startup Valuation

• “The DCF doesn’t work for startups”
 It does “work”; it’s just not that useful due to the assumptions

• “If you do use a DCF, you have to assume the company starts  
generating Free Cash Flow far into the future”
 It’s more important to assume the company starts generating FCF                   

very quickly!

• “The assumed long-term profit margins drive the valuation”
 The majority of the value comes from the Terminal Value… so this is               

sort of true, but it mostly comes down to the multiple or LT growth rate



The Truth About Startup Valuation

“If a company has a 1% chance of being a hundred-
billion-dollar company, then it's worth about a billion 
dollars.”

– Paul Buchheit



Recap and Summary

• How are startups worth billions?

• If they go from 0 revenue to A LOT of revenue and cash flow very 
quickly in the near future

• This valuation is dependent on incredibly high growth rates and a     
big margin turnaround – so the Discount Rate must be high

• This does make sense according to valuation principles, but only if 
you’re willing to accept A LOT of risk (and be well-diversified!)


